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ROBERT L MILLET ed joseph smith selected sermons and
24.95
ap 2495
writings new york paulist press 1989 266 pp
2495
reviewed by davis bitton professor of history at the university of utah

before looking at some details we should pause to celebrate
A arespected
respected series sources of american spirituality has included
the mormon prophet joseph smith readers and those who use
libraries possessing the series will now discover not only horace
bushnell elizabeth seton charles hodge henry alline josiah
royce and others all seen as possessing a genuine spirituality
but also joseph smith only someone from outer space unaware of
the mixture of ignorance contempt and amusement in the stock
treatment of joseph smith and his successors can fail to be
astounded both the editor of the series and the editor of the volume
should be congratulated
from the point of view of editorial standards a person could
quite possibly drop the ball when offering the supposed works of
joseph smith tempting but treacherous would be the procedure of
simply making selections from six of the volumes of the history of
the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints for on the face of
it this work is by the prophet himself A few hours with a felt tipped
pen would allow one to go through these pages turn the copy over
to a printer add a short introduction and publish the selected
joseph not an
passages under some such title as the journal of ofjoseph
imaginary example
to his credit robert millet draws his selections either from
canonized scriptures or wherever possible from the exemplary
work of dean C jessee the personal writings of joseph smith
ac
acknowledgement is given 1I wish it had been more
although knowledgement
jessees
Jes sees
piggyback
gyback on jesses
lavish for in a sense the present work rides pig
painstaking project of many years and in spite of what millet hopes
the average reader will not readily realize this works indebtedness 4 incidentally jessees
Jes sees monumental work continues
jesses
personal writings has now been followed by volume one of the
papers of joseph smith readers scrupulous for every detail
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wishing to know which scribal hands wrote what and where
insertions were made will still wish to consult jessee for millet has
not reproduced the documents with total fidelity considering his
purpose 1I do not quarrel with the procedure
the selections included in the work under review fall into six
sermons
categories personal reflections letters sem
lons revelations transions
lations and prayers generally one must applaud the selections
given space limitations millet serves up a resplendent array of the
prophets production some of my own favorite passages are here
josephs reactions to new york city in 1832 the letters from
liberty jail now in d&c
dac 121 123 the warm welcome of the
returning penitent william W phelps the wentworth letter and
even the letter to nancy rigdon on happiness is the object and
design of our existence 109
with sermons a bit of confusion arises the introductory
paragraph explains the background of the school of the prophets
where lectures were given As millet explains it appears that
joseph smith and perhaps some of the leaders of the church eg
signey sic rigdon william W phelps prepared seven theolog
ical lectures
and this material came to be known as the lectures
icallectures
115 it may be unimportant just who contributed what
on faith
or perhaps we will never know exactly but we are scarcely entitled
to such editorial comments as in the third lecture joseph ex
128 1I would prefer to see a statement to the effect that
plaided
plained
the lectures were very early attributed to joseph smith and that
even if he did not actually pen them he certainly approved of them
and thus they can be taken as statements of his views
after three numbered excerpts from the lectures on faith we
come to sermon number 4 the 1844 king follett discourse an
amalgamation prepared in 1983 by donald Q cannon and larry E
dahl from versions recorded by different scribes
in the section revelations are sixteen sections from the
19 25 46 49 76 83 87
doctrine and covenants in this order 111925464976
89 91 93 137 110 132 verses 1 50 and 133 there is one
previously unpublished revelation from the collections of the
harold B lee library at brigham young university one might
regret the omission of other possibilities for example sections 20
5859 and 88 but in light of space limitations and the facts that the
liberty jail letters are included in the previous section and sections
65 and 109 appear under prayers the selection deserves high
marks it gives a very good idea of the prophets range versatility
and ability to tap into a source of inspiration beyond the ordinary
1I am especially elated at the decision to include a section
entitled translations scholars working with such materials are
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cat calls from both sides from believfamiliar with the predictable catcalls
ers with a certain cast of mind comes the criticism that these are
translations thus not by joseph smith and therefore not properly
included in a selection of his writings from the other side comes the
jeer that these are by no means translations and therefore must be
excluded or somehow labeled as spurious to the credit of both
editors the decision was made to ignore such complaints decidedly
the wise thing to do for whatever the process all of the alleged
translations passed through the prophets mind the result is one
of the richest sections of the book and one that should provide a
delightful surprise to those unfamiliar with joseph smith from the
book of mormon we read 1 nephi 1 and 11
1122 nephi 9 and 3 nephi
11 and 27 from the pearl of great price come moses 1I and 7 and
abraham I1 and 2 from the joseph smith translation we read
genesis 14 and 50 and matthew 7 and 24 also in the pearl of great
price others might choose differently but again 1I think we should
credit the editor with intelligent selection
the bibliography lists under latter day saint scriptures the
book of mormon doctrine and covenants bible and pearl of
great price each with a salt lake city publication date and holy
scriptures inspired version joseph smith translation with an
independence missouri publication date it would be helpful to the
we have to remember those who pick up a book like this
novice
to indicate at least the date of
without any background at all
original publication the remaining four pages of the bibliography
list historical and doctrinal sources the outside reader will be
introduced to many titles not generally known away from the
wasatch front I1 do have to wonder at the thinking that would
include ivan J barretts book on joseph smith but omit donna
hills since benjamin F johnsons letter to george A gibbs has
been published we do not need to refer only to a typescript in the
ellins 1877 letter apparently not
mclellins
lee library william E McL
published should be given a more complete citation indicating its
archival location however some of these bibliographical details
turn up in footnotes
realizing the need of all readers especially those new to the
subject for some framework and for explanation of details millet
has provided an introduction and numbered endnotes for the individual documents the notes are relatively few and generally do
about what they should
the fifty page introduction has its frustrations never is the
concept of spirituality brought into focus defined in such a way as
to connect it if only for comparison to the general christian or
panreligious concept the idealized reminiscences of the prophet
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compiled by hyrum and helen andrus most of them recorded
the fact are cited without so much as a soupcon
many years after thefact
soupqon of
their reliability sometimes serving as documentation for the
thought of joseph smith are references not to the prophet himself
as
but to nineteenth and even twentieth century church leaders
we even encounter the practice
in joseph smith and his successors weeven
deeven
of referring to the prophet by his given name joseph jargon among
the saints which is obtrusive in this context and so on
peccadillos
pecca
dillos should not obscure an important
but such peccadilloes
achievement the introduction does introduce joseph smith by
discussing in straightforward fashionthe
fashion the following backgrounds
the religious climate beginnings
beginningsjoseph
Joseph smiths first vision the
Zion the quest for the city of god and coming
expanding canon zionthe
closest to the accepted understanding of spirituality joseph smith
and devotional life parley P pratts ringing proclamation of 1845
we will fan theflame
finishes the essay he has kindled a fire
the flame
fiame
55 remembering the useful references to books and articles in the
footnotes one must confess that this is not a bad achievement the
leam a good
general reader unfamiliar with mormon history will learn
deal about joseph smith and mormonism
the general series editor john farina is dead right of course
when he observes that millets introduction and notes are without
the kind of critical distance that would facilitate an interpretation of
the writings of joseph smith 2 it is to farinas credit that he
recognizes the value of what is here works with so called critical
distance are already available and others will continue to appear
what this book does is more fundamental it provides a platform
from which joseph smith can makehis
make his own statement and an
introduction showing how a disciple views him all too often
dismissive value judgments are pronounced without the basic
information here provided
to reiterate the publication of this work in a series that will
assure its dissemination is a major achievement all quibbles aside
the prophet joseph smith is here allowed to speak for himself he
was seldom allowed as much during his lifetime he would not 1I
think expect anything more
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